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ABSTRACT; 

The quadrupole and sextupole correction coils of the HERA proton ring 
arc mountad on the cold beam pipe inside the main dipole magnets. 
Superferrlc dipole magnets for orbit correction are located adjacent to 
the main quadrupole magnets in a common cryostat which also contains 
the beam monitor. 

The design, manufacture and performance of both types of correction 
elements will be described. 
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S.C. CORRECTION COILS AND MAGNETS FOK THE HERA PHOTON RING 

Abstract. - The qsadrupole and sextupole correc
tie* coils of the NEEA proton ring ere mounted oa 
the cold beam pip* ins id* tit* M i a dipol* mag
nets. Superferrle dlpol* magnets for orbit 
correction ar* located adjacent to th* main 
quadrupole magnets ia a common eryostat whiei. 
also coataias tb* beam monitor. 

Tk* design, manufacture and performance of 
botb types of correction elements will be descri
bed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Figure I shows the layout of a HERA proton 
coll. It coasists of a focusing and a defocusing 
l.t m long quadrupole and four 9 • Ions dlpol* 
magnets, Tbe sain dipole and auadrupole magnets 
are connected in series, so it is impossible to 
chaog* tk* working point. A AQ shift of 12 
seems rather desirable to allow for different 
optics during injection and colliding b*am oper
ation and to compensst* for differences between 
measured and calculated optics. This requires 
Jftdr - 0,47 !•• <at r - 2.5 cm and E » 
•20 C*V> per cell for both horizontal focusing 
and defocusing -quedrupoles (1|. (A suggestion 
bas recently been made to provide additional 
excitation of the main quadrupoles in a "piggy 
back" scheme» thereby relieving the requirements 
on the correction quadrupolcs). 

ChromaticIty correction requires sestupole 
correction coils of /Bids • 0.33 T*m (at r 
- 2.5 cm and et E « 820 CeV) for both sestupole 
polarities per cell [2]. The persistent current 
sextupole at injection energy (40 CeV) requires a 
correction Jl>ds • 0.015 T-m (at r » 
2,5 cm) per cell using the same correction coils. 

Quadrupole and sestupole correction coils of 
this strength are generated by two single layer 
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Fig. 1 Corrections coils of the MERA proton 
ring. D main dipole; Qp hor i son tally 
focusing main quadrupole» Qp horizont
ally defocusing main quadrupole; 
°V»9F**F correction dipoles, quadro-
poles and sextupoles for correction in the 
horizontal plane; dD,qD,s0 correc
tion coils, for corrections in tbe vertical 
plane. 

coils on the beam pipe in the main dipole mag
nets. Two correction coil layers of 6 m length 
each are placed as closely as possible to the 
corresponding main quadrupole magnets (see 
Fig. 1). 

Misalignment of the main quadrupoles and a 
tilt of the main dipoles U 1 mrad) will be the 
major source of closed orbit distortions. One 
horizontally and one vertically deflecting corr
ection dipole per cell with /Bids • 0.6S Tm 
(at E • S20 CoV) are needed for orbit correc
tion. The dipole is a window frame superforric 
magnet mounted in a common cryostat with the main 
quadrupole. 

In total 20S dipole correction magnets and 
416 quadrupole/sextupole correction coils are 
needed for the ares of the HERA proton ring. 
Additional dipole correction magnets will be 
placed in the strsight sections. Seperate super-
ferric quadrupole correction magnets for the 
straight sections sre being developed at DESY. 



Fig. 2 Layout of the superferric dipole correction aagaet. 

DIPOLE CORRECTION HAGMBT 

Figure 2 fbo»*» tl» layout of the superferric 
eltpole aagaet. It consists of two saddle eoila 
|B aa iroa yoke of 610 aai length and a gap of 
75 aa. U w coils ara wound froa 0.6 aa diaaatar 
superconducting wira coatad with a polyesteriaide 
varnish insulation. Tha noainal field of 1.4 T 
Is raachad at a currant of 45 A. Tha iron yoke 
te split la two halves, which are asseabled froa 
5 aai thick precision stamped soft steel laaina
tions. The laminations are held together by S a a 
thick stainless steel rods. These roos deteraiae 
the longitudinal shrinkage daring cooldown fro* 
rooa teaperature to liquid heliua tamperstara. 
when cooled down tha soft steel shrinks by 0.2% 
whereas the stainless steel rods and the super
conducting coils contract by 0.3%. The stacking 
of the Xaaiaations is sufficiently loose to allow 
for a 0.3% shrinkage of the aagnet. 

The field quality requires a straightness of 
tha yokes of better than 0.2 aa, a twist angle of 
less than 3 arad, and a parallelisa of the pole 
faces of better than 0.5 aa. The coils have a 
height and width tolerance of 0.03 aa and 0.1 aa, 
respectively. These requirements are achieved 
•sing precision tooling. 

The two superconducting coils have 
1000 turns each and are wound in a flat, race 
track-like winding mould. They are iapregnated 
with aa epoxy (Epifcote 215 and Versaaid 140, 
ratio 1:1) which remains flexible at cryogenic 
temperatures. The long straight sections and the 
bands of the coil are constrained by compression 
bars to the required dimensions. The centre of 
the short straight sections is clamped in a 
fibre-glass bracket which at one side also 
contains slots for the fixation of the current 
leads. The unconstrained part of the short 
straight sections on each side of the fibre-glass 
brackets allow a natural bending of the coil into 
the required saddle shape before curing of the 
epoxy. This novel technique of producing saddle 
shape coils of thin wire, down to 0.6 an diam
eter, has shown to be very reliable. After 
bending the coil is baked in an oven at ISO'C. 

The coils era Insulated by a 125 wa Kaptoa 
foil and cleaped in tha yoke by aaans of bronte 
angles. Between the insulated coil and the yoke 
a 0.1S aa atainlesa steel foil is placed to avoid 
friction between the coil and the laminated yoke 
daring cooldowa. 

The first prototype correction dipole aagaet 
has bean made with a solid iron yoke to test the 
performances of the colls before the steel lamin
ations and the stacking fixture were available. 
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rig. 3 Excitation curve of the dipole correction 
magnet. 

figure 3 shows the excitation curve of the 
magnet. The nominal field of 1.15 T is obtained 
at 37 A. The magnet reached a field of 3 T at 
140 A after four quenches which were probably due 
to motion of the coils in the yoke, foiarity 
changes from +140 A to -140 A caused no addition
al training. The ramp rato was 40 A/min. The 
remanent field is 3.6'10"»T. 
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•y far the largest higher aultipole it tbe 
M r u l sextupole. Up to 50 A th* coefficient 
b» tt Iets than 2>10~*. Above 50 A a 
steep fis* ia b* is observed caused by "satur
ation of tb* iron. However, compared to tbe 
field integral of tbe Bain dipolei over a HERA 
e*ll Cjltds « 163 la), all multipol* coeffic
ients ar* far below tb* allowed tolerances for 
Holds up to 2.5 T. 

Tbe orbit correction requires individual ex
citation of tb* correction dipoles. A low oper
ating current tee«s favourable to reduce tb* 
power consumption in th* copper cables in tb* 
flag tunnel between the power supplies and tb* 
magnets and to minimise tbe helium consumption in 
tb* current leads. A compromis* bad to b* mad*, 
however, with the induetlvity of th* coils and 
th* viability of th* winding method. A wire 
<iam*t*r of 0.6 mm was found to be a safe lower 
limit for th* production of th* saddle coils. 

qOADRUPOLC/SEXTUPOLE CORRECTION COILS 

Th* main characteristics of these ceils are 
««scribed in ref.[3). Figure 4 shows th* cross-
section and an unwrapped view of th* quedru-
pele/soxtupole correction coils which are mounted 
•• th* tSt2 ma long beam pip* with outer (inner) 
diameter of 60.3 (55.3) mm of the main dipol* 
magnet. They cover a length of about 6 m and are 
placed as close as possible to the corresponding 
quadrupol* magnet (tee Fig. 1). 

Th* beam pipe it insulated with two layers 
of glast-Xapton-gUss tapes (25 mn wide, 0.15 mm 
thick). The sextupole coils form the first 
correction layer. It consists of three subcoils, 
which »rt precisely positioned by C-ll cores and 
•pacers. Each subeoil has a length of 5900 mm 
and subtends an azimuthal angle of 100', cores 

and spacers cover angles of 20* each. The three 
subcoils are electrically connected in series. 
This has tbe advantage that in case of a quench 
of th* main dipol* magnet the inducted voltage 
cancels over the terminals. Th* largest inducted 
voltage in any subcoil is less than 75 V and does 
not create an insulation problem. 

The coils are wound from a single strand 
conductor with Cu/SC ratio 18:1 and MbTi fila
ment diameter of IS urn. The specified critical 
current is 250 A at 5.5 T and 4.6*E. The super
conductor it insulated with . a 50 urn Eapton 
layer and a 0.1 mm glass silk, insulation impreg
nated with B-stage «poxy. After compression in 
th* baking mould, th* insulated wire diameter is 
1.03 mm. Th* sextupole subcoils have 21 windings 
•acb. 

Th* sextupole layer is covered by two layers 
of glass fibre and one layer of glass tap* for 
•leetrical insulation b*twe*n th* sextupol* and 
quadrupol* layer. The quadrupol* coils consti
tute th* second correction layer. They consist 
of two subcoils of 33 windings *ach of th* same 
superconducting wire as for th* sextupole coils, 
tach subcoil has a length of 5830 mm and subtends 
150*, cor* and spacers cover *0* each. Th* two 
•ubcoils are connected in series electrically. 
Again the inducted voltage cancels over the ter
minals if the main dipole magnet quenches. The 
induced voltage per subcoil will be less than 
100 V. 

Finally the quadrupolc layer is surrounded 
by a compression wrapping which prevents stotion 
of the coils and slippage of the layers on the 
beam pipe. An annular tlit of about 4 mm is left 
for the single phase helium flow between the out
side of the correction coil assembly and the in
side of the main dipole coils. 

Fig. 4 Layout of the quadrupole/scxtupole correction cells. 



Tb* nominal sextupole fitld of 0.030 T «t r 
- I . S a U reached for a current of 65 A, end 
the nominal quadrupole field of 0.045 T at r » 
7.3 mm is reached for a current of 85 A. 

The field quality requires a precision in 
azimuthal angular width of the coils of ±0.3* 
and an accuracy in positioning of the coils on 
the beam pip* of 10.2* over the total length. 

Th* three sextupole and the two quadrupole 
•uncoils are wound on a cylindrical mandrel of 
about * a length. A precise steel key at the top 
of the aandrel serves as a core for the subcoil 
during winding and baking. After finishing the 
winding of a subcoil (21 turns in the seztupol*. 
33 in the quadrupole) the wires are fixed each 
half awter with Rapton tap* and wetted with epoxy 
(Epikote 21S and Versamid 140 in the ratio 1:1). 
Then the wandrel is covered witb a top mould. In 
the gap between the top mould and the mandrel the 
long sides of the subcoil are compressed by 
rulers which determine the lateral dimension. 
The compression is maintained during the bake-out 
at 150-C. 

The *.6 m long beam pipe is put into a rota
ting fixture on a machined table which is used as 
reference for the subsequent operations. 

Two layers of glass-Kapton-glass tape are 
glued over 9.7 m onto the beam pipe for electri
cal insulation using the rotating mechanism. By 
means of precise alignment the Cll spacers for 
the sextupole coils are accurately glued onto 
the surface of the insulation. The three sextu
pole subcoils are put into position between the 
•pacers and the Cll-cores between the subcoils 
•re inserted. The coils are fixed temporarily 
with Kaptoa tape until a glass fibre of SOO tax 
(100 g per 1000 m length) is wrapped over the 
coils with a force of about 750 N and a pitch of 
25 mm using the rotating feature. This wrapping 
fixes the subcoils temporarily and still allows 
an adjustment of the ezimuthal position of the 
coils. The exposed surface is again wetted with 
•poxy and a continuous layer of fibre is wound on 
with a force of 250 N and a pitch of 2.5 mm 
followed by one layer of glass tape and thermo-
shrinking mylar tape. The entire assembly is 
cured at 150*C after which the mylar is removed 
and the surface is roughened for putting on the 
quadrupole layer. Special attention is given 
that the coil heads are tightly glued. 

The Cll-spaccrs of the quadrupole layer and 
the quadrupole subcoils are now glued accurately 
into position with respect to the sextupole coils 
following the same procedure. The quadrupole 
layer is covered with a wrapping of 2 layers of 
glass fibre (pitch 2.5 mm, force 250 N) and a 
final layer of glass tape for protection of the 
fibres. A thcrmoshrinking mylar tape, which is 
removed after curing at 150*C, finishes tho pro
cedure. 

A first 1 m prototype with a different coil 
configuration performed well as reported in 
ref,(4). The coils showed no training effects. 

The observed quench current depended almost line
arly on the external magnetic field and on the 
temperature indicating that the coils probably 
reached the short sample current. This showed 
that the basic design was correct. 

This prototype and a number of others were 
made with an aramide fibre compression wrapping. 
In laboratory tests it was shown, however, that 
aramide fibres like Kevlar and Twaron exhibit 
creep effects under load and expand slightly 
during eooldown whereas the stain.ess steel beam 
pipe shrinks by 3*10~'. In addition the 
•lastic modulus of the aramid* fibre almost 
doubles after cooldown. Thereby most prestress 
Is lost, fibres of R-glass shrink, though much 
less than stainless steel» and keep most of the 
prestress. 
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rig. 5 Quench current vs strength of external di-
pole field at various temperatures for the 
6 m quadrupole/scxtupole correction coils. 

Figure 5 shows the quench current as func
tion of the «sternal dlpole field at various 
temperatures for a number of the full size proto
types which were wound from superconductors with 
lower critical current than quoted above. The 
coils show essentially no training and reach *he 
critical current of the wire used. The coils 
labeled "6SQ1" to "6SQ4" have been wound on 6 m 
long beam pipes with 2 an wall thickness and have 
an aramide fibre compression wrapping. In these 
coils we discovered quenches at lower current 
values when both sextupole and quadrupole coils 
were excited simultaneously. This can be attri
buted to a mechanical deformation of the beam 
pipe due to the Lorentx forces. The first 
"development" magnet "9SQI" on a 9.6 m long pipe 
with 2.5 sen wall thickness and glass fibre com
pression wrapping hai shown a great improvement. 
The observed quench current in one coil layer is 
unaffected by the current in the other layer. 



A potential source for oaencb.es is contiau-
N I er sadden heating of the coils d M to iaage 
currents In tho boa» pip* or proton bona lottos. 
By M I M of a radiation boator placed in tho 
centre of tho evacuated beaa plpo It was establi
shed tbat tho coil* could bo operatod at a eoe-
tiaooat boat loss of op to O.S V/a. Tbia is a 
factor of 10 higher than the obaie beat prodneed 
by laag* carrents of tho bvnched bona in the 
copper-plated beaa pipe. The effect of a sodden 
localised beaa loss is still nader investigation. 

Table X 
Field laraonics of the Quadrupole/Sextepole 
Correction Coils of 6SQ2 at 0.5 A Excitation 

| a | Ct/qaadropole) | CiCsextapole) | 
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4.35*10"» 

5.72*10"» 

3.11*1©-» 

5.05*10-» 

1.05*10"» 

3.11*10-» 

5.17*10"» 

2.66*10-» 

7.02-10-* 

i.03»10-« 

3.16*10-» 

3.72*10'» 

3.21-10-» 

1.16*10-» 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

5.14*10"» 

S.M-10-» 

1.0 

1.47*10-* 

«.37.10-» 

e.M-10-» 

2.65*10-* 

2.06*10*» 

2.65*10-» 

2.24*10-» 

1.11*10-» 

i.3»*icr» 
3.25*10"» 

4.M*10-» 

1.54*10-» 

2.M-10-» 

A «era field aoasoreaent was aado to deter-
. aiae the field baraonics. Table I shows the 
resolt for the coils "4SQ2- at an oxeitation of 
0.5 A . All onwsntcd swltipoles (at r > 2.5 ca) 
•re loss than 2*10~* of the field integral 
of the aain dipole field over a fall REtA cell. 
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